Cecilia Skit
All campers should be in pairs. One half of the campers lie down on
the ground an their backs with their knees bent, and the other half of
the campers each sit on the other kids’ stomachs (gently) kneeling on
their legs straddling the lower person.
Someone now tells a story slowly. The upper kids pretend like they are
talking and telling the story with overdone expressions and with
actions.
(At times during this skit have the bottom people do things with their
legs and feet that look really weird from the front if it was an actual
person sitting there.)
“Ok, Cecilia, I will see you in FIVE minutes.”
(The top person in each pair acts like s/he is holding a phone and
talking into it. )
(The bottom person in each pair puts the right ankle on the left knee as
though bored and the top people lean on the right hand looking bored.)
“So I waited, and I waited, and I waited . . .”
(Every time the word “waited” is said the bottom people switch legs
and the top people switch hands.”)
“I thought I heard a knock, a knock, a knock upon the door.”
(On the word “knock” the top person should act like she is pounding
on a door while the bottom person stamps her feet one at a time.)
“So I ran downstairs . . .”
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(Bottom stamps feet one at a time.)
“opened the door . . .)”
(Top acts like s/he opens a door)
“and it WAS . . .”
(Top has a very excited look.)
“my brother.”
(Top has disappointed look.)
“So I ran back upstairs . . .”
The bottom person stamps feet one at a time over and over.)
“and I waited and I waited and I waited.”
(Top switches hands and the bottom switches feet.)
(Repeat the whole thing only the door reveals one staff person or
counselor in camp after another. Do this about 3 times.)
Finally you come to the part when the speaker says,
“I ran downstairs, opened the door, and it was . . . CECILIA!
The top should lie face down on the bottom’s legs while the bottom
sits up and throws up their arms.
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